How is cell proprioception related to cell growth and differentiation? Strong scientific evidence for future clinical activities
Why do cells care about physical stimuli?
Tissues are continuously subjected to the effects of different physical stimuli, with profound importance at clinical activities, and the interactions of these stimuli might affect cell development. We can observe different examples in the physical effects on cell growth, the results of gravitational force on the mineral status of bones, and the deficits in the mineral deposition in bones when the effects of gravity are absent. For example, astronauts can get osteoporosis after long periods in space, and the direct application of UVA improves skin healing in patients with psoriasis.
The spatial and temporal responses to physical phenomena are being investigated in detail to obtain in-depth knowledge of these responses and increase our understanding of the cellular nature and use of these physical elements to increase physiological responses, prevent pathological effects on the cell components and improve clinical activities in nursing, podiatry, physical therapy, and medicine among others 1 .
How do cells respond to physical stimuli?
At the basic level, the cell occupies a known and limited volume and might receive physical stimuli anywhere in it. Knowledge of biology, chemistry, and physics indicates that physical stimuli can assist in the growth, differentiation, and proliferation of cells and aid our understanding of the mechanisms by which these cells die.
This idea can serve as a strong starting point but must then be transferred to the next level of organi-zation, which will promote the maintenance of tissue balance via physical stimuli to increase the health of tissues and organs and serve as a reliable tool for preventing pathology 2 . This concept will promote an exciting perspective for clinical professionals about these factors.
Similarly, when patients suffer an injury to an active tissue, such as a muscle-tendon unit or an articulation (e.g., an ankle sprain), one of the most important and useful techniques for promoting healing is known as perturbation training or proprioception. Proprioception is the process by which the body responds to incoming information about external forces by utilizing receptors and integrators to promote healing. These stimuli indicate that mechanoreceptors sense, integrate, and promote healing, and different responses are present in the muscle-tendon unit. We can translate this idea to the cellular level to observe how a cell responds via the strong actions of integrin to transfer physical stimuli and act as a local integrator that can generate different responses that develop into real cell proprioception that promotes healing and homeostasis at the cellular level. We propose that this complex mechanism should be defined as cell proprioception.
Moreover, the study of the relationship between the complex extracellular cell matrix (ECM) and stimuli is essential. An integrin-mediated mechanism can modify many cellular activities, such as cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions. There are other mechanosensors known to be important, such as GJS, cilium, and hemichannels.
Regarding integrins, these crucial elements can transfer mechanical stimuli from the matrix to the cytoskeleton through the formation of adhesion complexes. These complexes can redirect signal transductions (for example, via kinases) that influence the cytoskeleton and promote matrix remodelling 4 . This clinical approach is very interesting to handle clinical activities in all aggressive chemical and pharmacological cancer treatment approaches.
When we observe the action of the cytoskeleton, we can affirm that the behavior of the cytoskeleton is a crucial integrator 5 . This integration is mediated by the cytoskeleton tensegrity, which is led by two principal ideas. The first is structural self-remodeling. The second is the equilibrium between tensile and compressive forces (internal and external) that leads to the dynamic equilibrium that is so important for molecular changes 4-6 . The modification of passive cells and their neighbors by external stimuli alters cell-cell adhesion complexes 7 . Through such complexes, cells are joined to each other and the matrix to generate a dynamic system that is modified by stimuli at the cell level. We can understand the matrix as a controller of dynamic cell functions and behaviors and not only as the place where cells can be found.
Cells also use the physical characteristics of the ECM microenvironment to develop a traction-activated system that can influence both the cell and the ECM 8 . Therefore, we can appreciate the dynamic mechanical equilibrium between traction forces on the cell and the resistance points in the ECM, which generates a reciprocal isometric system of force 9 .
Many studies have provided strong evidence about how the interactions and modifications of this dynamic equilibrium can promote tissue regeneration. First, ECM elasticity can lead pluripotential cells to different evolutions within the same basal conditions, and in such situations, the only differences are related to the biophysical characteristics of the ECM and its geometric development 10,11 . Homeostasis can be properly handled by clinicians to promote a better development of this cell interactions.
The difference in stiffness across different ECMs can be associated with the loss of filaments or actin microtubules 12 . This biophysical model suggests that the cytoskeleton is an essential target of stimulation factors. Therefore, influences on the cytoskeleton can affect and modify the geometry of cell distributions via influences on cell development. Recent studies have shown that modified cell geometries can alter cell signaling and function 13 and that modification to the cytoskeleton force can modify cell proliferation 14 . Therefore, distortions of cell shapes can lead to stem cell evolution: Human MSCs are differently regulated if they promote or restrict 15 . It is important to remember that integrin acts as an essential mechanosensor that is helped by other known mechanosensors, such as CJS or hemichannels 16 .
Mechanotherapy that guides mechanotransduction signaling developments can be primarily targeted to control the following four processes 17 : (a) the mechano-coupling phase, the external physical stimuli is transformed into a mechanical signal; (b) biochemical coupling, in which the local signal is transduced into a biochemical signal; (c) signal transmission in which the signal is then passed from the signal biochemistry receptor cells to the effector cells; and (d) the response of the effector cells. A recent study has reported on the control of the union of the external forces, and biochemical signaling networks spatial-mechanical regulation controls cell; the simple mechanical restriction of motion surface molecules can alter cell behavior.
Distinguishing the mechanisms of physical stimuli, gravitational force, and electromagnetic force Multiple physical stimuli can work in a combined or straightforward manner on the cell interactions. It is important to know both the most profound nature of the cell and its characteristics and the most profound nature of the stimuli with which the cell interacts. By analyzing the different forces that can influence a cell, we can observe, at the most fundamental level, what appears to be the so-called fundamental forcesthose forces are the forces of the universe that cannot be explained like other more basic forces. There are four of these fundamental forces: gravitational, electromagnetic, strong nuclear and weak nuclear. Clinicians can frequently use gravitational and electromagnetic forces to improve healing levels in patients The gravitational force is the attraction that is exerted on the subject matter and affects all bodies. Gravity is feeble and is a one-way force but is of infinite extent. At the cellular level, we can understand the force of gravity as existing between all cells; we could understand the gravitational force as externally inducing the active system of ECM-cell or cells. The electromagnetic force affects electrically charged bodies, and this force is involved in the physical and chemical transformations of the atoms and molecules. Molecules are located at the cell level before the organizational level. This force is much stronger than the gravitational force and has two meanings (positive and negative), with infinite range. Moreover, we can externally induce an electromagnetic field to influence the cell and the ECM-cell system. These physical effects are deeply known by clinicians, podiatry doctors, or physiotherapist.
The nuclear force or strong interaction is the component that holds atomic nuclei and acts interchangeably between any two nucleons, protons or neutrons. The scope of this force is on the order of nuclear dimensions, but it is stronger than the electromagnetic force.
The nuclear force or weak interaction is responsible for the beta decay of neutrons; neutri-nos are only sensitive to this type of interaction. The intensity of this force is lower than that of the electromagnetic force, and its range is even smaller than the strong nuclear interaction. Everything that happens in the universe and therefore in the cell is due to the action of one or more of these forces, whether alone or combined, and these forces differ from each other in that each involves the exchange of different particle types. These particle exchanges are denominated or intermediary. All exchanged particles are bosons, while the interaction source particles are fermions. Currently, scientists are attempting to prove that all of these apparently different fundamental forces are manifestations of a single mode of interaction in different circumstances. There are various theories. The term "unified field theory" encompasses new theories in which two or more of the four fundamental forces appear as if they are basically identical. The theory of everything is another unified field theory that aims to provide a unified description of the four fundamental forces. Currently, the best candidate to become a theory of everything is superstring theory.
Physical stimuli might promote important cell effects; therefore, we can transfer it to clinical fields to influence and change the associated biological processes. Physical stimuli are essential for obtaining tissue homeostasis and common clinical treatments. It can lead to and help the cells to check and modify their behavior for a new relationship with new and altered environmental conditions. Consequently, a strong candidate for inducing optimal regeneration, promoting homeostasis and promoting the cell repair process is the contribution of physical stimuli in a controlled and correct manner. The most essential elementary forces studied enable us to externally induce cell and ECM-cell complexes regarding gravitational and electromagnetic forces, which we will describe below. These physical effects are deeply known by clinicians, podiatry doctors or physiotherapist.
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE
The influence of gravity as a direct mechanical vector in leading cell processes has a crucial historical antecedent. Galileo studied how bone modification is associated with vector components and their influences. The papers of Rubin and Ingber are strongly knowledgeable 18-20 . Cells are subject to the effects of several physical stimuli that are caused by among other things, gait, posture, and respiration, and generate different possibilities. It has been shown that changes in standard components can modify cell complexes in important manners. Cells can receive stimuli that are moved through membrane receptors and are transferred to the cell cytoskeleton to the ECM and other cells. These factors modify the ECM mechanistic behavior and cell shape 20 . The extracellular matrix is an essential elastic structure that is continuously renewed, particularly concerning the cell environment. The ECM is associated with cells that offer relevant information and physical stimuli factor into the structural and external forces 21 . Stimulus factors change ECM homeostasis; e.g., physical stimuli help to control the production of ECM components through, for example, the activation of intracellular signaling pathways 22 .
The in vitro test of different cells with different physical stimuli, such as mechanical stretch, simulate the mechanical action of heart cells, which exhibit morphological activations that are similar to those that occur during heart growth 15, 23 . It is important to remember that internal and external stimuli can influence cell shape and that recent trials have demonstrated that cell shape can lead to apoptosis and different cell actions such as gene expression and protein synthesis 24 . Simulations of the effects of gravity, pairs of real gravity and modeling of gravity with random positioning machines (RPMs) could be difficult for the cellular organization and ECM creation in immature cartilage 25 . Different studies have shown how gravitational effects, after 72 h of microgravity exposure, result in cytoskeletal reorganization, and the important osteoclastic markers of nuclear factor kappa-B and receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand are solidly augmented to affect the ability of bone reabsorption 26 . These studies, in concordance with other authors 27,28 , promote the notion that mechanical or gravitational stimuli influence osteoblastic differentiation.
In contrast, gravitational effects and decreases in mechanical stimuli cause osteoclastogenesis and bone tissue resorption or modifications of laminin and fibronectin production by fibroblasts 29 . These modifications of fibronectin might be the cause of altered wound-healing responses 30, 31 In contrast, following controlled hypergravity exposure (10xg), we did not find significant changes in cell metabolism or cell anatomy. Findings have been published that state that hypergravity effects main-tain endothelial cell survival and the actions of the activation of adaptive characters 32 .
For example, in 1997, Chen et al. 33 developed a trial using mechanical stimuli and obtained significant improvements and differentiation of human endothelial cells. Later, Chiquet et al. 34 used mechanical stress mediated by stretching with 5 to 15% elongation and a frequency of 0,3 a 1 Hz and observed an increase in extracellular matrix components (mainly tenascin C). In 2006, Park et al. 35 also used stretching as mechanical stimuli with a frequency of 0,5 Hz and 8% intensity in fibroblasts and found that obtaining a cell growth and proliferation as well as collagen. In 2007, Vatsa et al. 36 developed mechanical stress microneedles into osteocytes by increasing the regulation of NO-stimulated cell growth. In 2008, Monici et al. 37 developed a stress stimulus with hypergravity and generated 10 min cycles of 10 g with 10 min of recovery at 1 g in human mesenchymal cells and obtained an overexpression of genes related to osteoblastogenesis. In 2011, Chan et al. 38 conducted a study on the compressive mechanical effects ranging from 5 to 20% with a frequency of 0.15 at 1 Hz and a duration of 1-12 h/day at a hydrostatic pressure of 0, 1 to 10 MPa and held on intervertebral discs and stem cells. These authors found that phenotypic therein affects discogenic differentiation. Grad et al. 39 developed a mechanical stimulus with uniaxial and multiaxial loadings of 7 to 10 MPa of stress in chondrogenic cells and observed that a regulation of the chondrogenic patterns. In 2011, Maul et al. 40 performed mesenchymal stem cell stimulation via mechanical stretch stimuli at 5% with a frequency of 1 Hz and increased the expression of the same.
Electromagnetic force In the ancient times of the first century AD, we found proof of the use of electric fish to treat a headache. In the 15 th century AD, Paracelsus studied the medical use of electricity, and later Digby described the use of the magnetic field in wound treatment. Then, Galvani led the ideas for actual research lines related to physiological electromagnetic fields and their effects.
In the last four decades, in-depth knowledge has been acquired related to the understanding of bioelectricity effects; changes in electrical membrane potentials of the living have been shown to result in modifications of potential gradients that have been associated with morphogenetic changes 41 . Thus, many physiological events have been localized to the critical tool-signals for processes in development 42 .
An in-depth and consistent analysis of the electrical and magnetic implications of cell biology is shown in a paper written by Funk et al. 43 . This paper demonstrated the association between physical stimuli and cell biology integration processes. EMFs can influence the polarization of bound charges, the orientation of dipoles, the diffusion of charges, ion-channel and receptor modifications, conformational modifications of voltage-sensitive enzymes and essential modifications of membrane phospholipids with different activation kinetics of the ion channels 43 .
The modifications of EMFs created by living tissues are generated by different physiological activities; for example, muscle contraction is known for the existence of vibrations of muscles that promote direct mechanical strain and currents via both posture (5-30 Hz) and gait (<10 Hz) and have been studied 44 . Muscle contractions generate bone tissue EMFs, which are essential for maintaining bone homeostasis. Bone cells are particularly sensitive to low frequencies (in the range of 15 to 30 Hz). In this range, electromagnetic fields of 0.01 mV/cm aid bone remodeling 18, 19 . It has been found that the EM activation produced by mechanical loading (1 Hz during walking) in bone promotes the range of 0.1-1.0 mA/ cm2 45 . In general terms, physiologically endogenous EMFs are characterized by low frequencies (ELF) from 0 to 300 Hz and low intensity.
EMFs field interventions are frequently used in the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders, and many studies have indicated that the most effective applications are associated with pulsed EMFs in the range of 1 to 100 Hz; this range promotes EF on the order of µV/cm 46 . Thus, physiological benefits may be induced by low-frequencies and -amplitude EMFs (range 8-60 Hz) 44 . It has been shown that pulsed EMFs can stimulate osteoblastic differentiation and proliferation or inhibit osteoclastogenesis, and both of these bone processes are important to bone homeostasis 47, 48 .
Recent trials have shown the possibility of applying EMFs to promote ligament healing processes and repair and aiding ligament homeostasis after a pulsed EMF stimulates fibroblasts to improve migration speed and enhance collagen I expression. Ligaments and tendons are similar in their healing processes, and tendon can be favored by pulsed EMFs.
Conversely, static EMFs slow the wound healing process. In contrast, pulsed EMFs can improve this process 49 . We affirm that EMFs modulate cell proliferation, and both of the EMF components of intensity and frequency are fundamental in the final effect. Regarding magnetism, Kwee et al. 50 showed an increase in human fibroblast proliferation following exposure to 0.08 mT. Kula et al. 51 demonstrated an inhibition of cell growth in fibroblasts exposed to 20 mT. Different trials that have been performed by exposing different cultures have shown different effects (i.e., increases, decreases or no effect) that are intensity-dependent 52 .
Regarding frequency, many authors have shown significant increases in the proliferation of different cell types at a rate of 50 Hz 53 . Several trials have designated the interaction between EMFs and calcium fluxes because calcium is an essential regulator of many cellular processes and leads to the activation of the cyclic AMP, which is a crucial trigger molecule in intracellular metabolic processes. It has been shown that EMFs can modify calcium concentrations in different ways that depend on cell type and field intensity 54 .
The effects of EMFs on cell differentiation have also been intensely studied. A progressive inhibition of enzyme activity and differentiation in osteoblasts that follows exposure to 30 Hz EMF was described by McLeod and Collazo 55 . In cultures exposed to EMFs during chondrogenic differentiation, it has been observed that collagen II and glycosaminoglycan increase 48 . Therefore, EMFs might be a way to promote and maintain chondrogenesis and to illustrate new steps in regenerative treatment for cartilage.
Preliminary experiments have shown the effect of pulsed EMFs on the role of fibroblasts in wound healing and aligned with other authors 57 . EMFs can influence the acceleration or slowing of the migration of fibroblasts, depending on the properties of the applied field. The possibility of modulating fibroblast migration during wound healing could be very interesting. Indeed, this possibility might be useful for enhancing the migration of fibroblasts to promote wound healing in chronic ulcers and general cases in which healing is slow. Inhibiting migration would be beneficial for preventing the formation of dysfunctional scars.
In 1993, McLeod and Rubin 45 assessed the effects of pulses of 15 to 30 Hz with a characteristic of 0.01 mV/cm on bone cells with the goal of improving remodeling activity. In 1995, Kwee & Raskmark 50 con-ducted a study of human fibroblast proliferation in an electromagnetic field of 50 Hz with an intensity of 25-180 microtesla and found an increase in cell proliferation. In 2002, Harting et al. 47 conducted a study of an electric field of 100 v to 16 Hz in osteoblastic cells and found proliferation, increased expression of alkaline phosphatase and an improvement in the production of extracellular matrix synthesis. In 2004, Chang et al. 48 appreciated the effects of an electromagnetic field with a frequency of 15 Hz and an intensity of 0.1 mT on osteoblastic populations and found an increase in osteoblast proliferation. In 2010, Mayer-Wagner et al. 56 studied the effect of electromagnetic fields with frequencies of 15 Hz and intensities of 5 MT on mesenchymal cells and found an increased production of type II collagen and glycosaminoglycans during chondrogenic differentiation.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Interaction of cell-physical stimuli
The cell continuously receives physical stimuli, and these stimuli can directly influence the future evolution of the cell. Different characteristics of the physical quantities are of great interest in defining and meeting their influence on cells.
1. The theory of the right stimulus. The first principle of cell proprioception.
a) The quality of the nature of the physical stimuli, either scalar or vector, must be appropriate for each cell type and each time in different cell cycles in which it is to generate a favorable effect on the development and/or cell differentiation thereof if no adequate quality can have a negative impact on their differentiation and/or development or have a neutral effect.
b ) The amount of the physical stimuli, either sca-lar or vector, must be appropriate for each cell type and for each different cell cycle in which it is to generate a beneficial effect on the development and/or differentiation time if no adequate quality can have a negative impact on their differentiation and/or development or have a neutral effect. c) The temporal components of physical stimuli, such as frequency and duration that interact with the cell must be appropriate for each cell type and for each different cell cycle in which it is to generate a beneficial effect on the development and/or differentiation time. If the temporal component is not adequate, it might have a negative effect on their differentiation and/or development or have a neutral effect.
d ) The spatial components of the physical stimuli that interact with the cell and the cellular environment must be appropriate for each cell type and for each different cell cycle in which it is to generate a beneficial effect on the development and/or differentiation, if the spatial component is not adequate may have a negative effect on their differentiation and/or development or have a neutral effect, 2. The theory of right equivalent stimulus. The second principle of cell proprioception. a. Two physical stimuli generating an effect equivalent to a third stimulus effect are equivalent among themselves.
b. If the sum of the effects of physical stimuli that interact are equal to the sum of other different physical stimuli that interact with one another, the resulting stimulus is equivalent to both interactions.
c. If two physical stimuli of different natures produce the same effect; they are equivalent.
d. The sum of the effects of different physical stimuli is different from the sum of the separate parts due to the interference of the same.
